We applied classical ethics methodologies to considerations of algorithmic design in autonomous and intelligent systems (A/IS) where machine learning may or may not reflect ethical outcomes that mimic human decision-making. To meet this goal, we drew from classical ethics theories and the disciplines of machine ethics, information ethics, and technology ethics.

As direct control over tools becomes further removed, creators of autonomous systems must ask themselves how cultural and ethical presumptions bias artificially intelligent creations. Such introspection is more necessary than ever because the precise and deliberate design of algorithms in self-sustained digital systems will result in responses based on such design.

By drawing from over two thousand years’ worth of classical ethics traditions, we explore established ethics systems, including both philosophical traditions (utilitarianism, virtue ethics, and deontological ethics) and religious and culture-based ethical systems (Buddhism, Confucianism, African Ubuntu traditions, and Japanese Shinto) and their stance on human morality in the digital age. In doing so, we critique assumptions around concepts such as good and evil, right and wrong, virtue and vice, and we attempt to carry these inquiries into artificial systems’ decision-making processes.

Through reviewing the philosophical foundations that define autonomy and ontology, we address the potential for autonomous capacity of artificially intelligent systems, posing questions of morality in amoral systems and asking whether decisions made by amoral systems can have moral consequences. Ultimately, we address notions of responsibility and accountability for the decisions made by autonomous systems and other artificially intelligent technologies.
Section 1—Definitions for Classical Ethics in Autonomous and Intelligent Systems Research

**Issue:** Assigning Foundations for Morality, Autonomy, and Intelligence

**Background**

Classical theories of economy in the Western tradition, starting with Plato and Aristotle, embrace three domains: the individual, the family, and the polis. The formation of the individual character (ethos) is intrinsically related to the others, as well as to the tasks of administration of work within the family (oikos). Eventually, this all expands into the framework of the polis, or public space (poleis). When we discuss ethical issues of A/IS, it becomes crucial to consider these three traditional economic dimensions, since western classical ethics was developed from this foundation and has evolved in modernity into an individual morality disconnected from economics and politics. This disconnection has been questioned and explored by thinkers such as Adam Smith, Georg W. F. Hegel, Karl Marx, and others. In particular, Immanuel Kant’s ethics located morality within the subject (see: *categorical imperative*) and separated morality from the outside world and the consequences of being a part of it. The moral autonomous subject of modernity became thus a worldless isolated subject. This process is important to understand in terms of ethics for A/IS since it is, paradoxically, the kind of autonomy that is supposed to be achieved by intelligent machines as humans evolve into digitally networked beings.

There lies a danger in uncritically attributing classical concepts of anthropomorphic autonomy to machines, including using the term “artificial intelligence” to describe them since, in the attempt to make them “moral” by programming moral rules into their behavior, we run the risk of assuming economic and political dimensions that do not exist, or that are not in line with contemporary human societies. While the concepts of artificial intelligence and autonomy are mainly used metaphorically as technical terms in computer science and technology, general and popular discourse may not share in the same nuanced understanding, and political and societal discourse may become distorted or...
misleading. The question of whether A/IS and the terminology used to describe them will have any kind of impact on our conception of autonomy depends on our policy toward it. For example, the commonly held fear that A/IS will relegate humanity to mere spectators or slaves, whether realistic or not, is informed by our view of, and terminology around, A/IS. Such attitudes are flexible and can be negotiated. As noted above, present human societies are being redefined in terms of digital citizenship via online social networks. The present public debate about the replaceability of human work by “intelligent” machines is a symptom of this lack of awareness of the economic and political dimensions as defined by classical ethics, reducing ethical thinking to the “morality” of a worldless and isolated machine.

There is still value that can be gained by considering how Western ethical traditions can be integrated into either A/IS public awareness campaigns or supplemented in engineering and science education programs, as noted under the issue “Presenting ethics to the creators of A/IS.” Below is a short overview of how four different traditions can add value.

• **Virtue ethics:** Aristotle argues, using the concept of telos, or goal, that the ultimate goal of humans is “eudaimonia”, roughly translated as “flourishing”. A moral agent achieves “flourishing”—since it is an action, not a state—by constantly balancing factors including social environment, material provisions, friends, family, and one’s own self. One cultivates the self through habituation, practicing and strengthening virtuous action as the “golden mean” (a principle of rationality). Such cultivation requires an appropriate balance between extremes of excess and deficiency, which Aristotle identifies as vices. In the context of A/IS, virtue ethics has two immediate values. First, it provides a model for iterative learning and growth, and moral value informed by context and practice, not just as compliance with a given, static ruleset. Second, it provides to those who develop and implement A/IS a framework to counterbalance tendencies toward excess, which are common in economically-driven environments.

• **Deontological ethics:** As developed by 18th century German philosopher, Immanuel Kant, the basic premise of deontological ethics addresses the concept of duty. Humans have a rational capacity to create and abide by rules that allow for duty-based ethics to emerge. Rules that produce duties are said to have value in themselves without requiring a greater-good justification. Such rules are fundamental to our existence, self-worth, and to creating conditions that allow for peaceful coexistence and interaction, e.g., the duty not to harm others; the duty not to steal. To identify rules that can be universalized and made duties, Kant uses the categorical imperative: “Act only on that maxim through which you can at the same time will that it should become a universal law.” This means the rule must be inherently desirable, doable, valuable, and others must be able to understand and follow it. Rules based merely on personal choice without wider appeal are not capable of universalization. There is mutual reciprocity in rule-making and rule adherence; if you “will” that a rule should become universal law, you not only contribute
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to rule creation but also agree to be bound by the same rule. The rule should be action-guiding, i.e., recommending, prescribing, limiting, or proscribing action. Kant also uses the humanity formulation of the categorical imperative: “Act in such a way that you always treat humanity, whether in your own person or in the person of any other, never simply as a means, but always at the same time as an end.” This produces duties to respect humanity and human dignity, and not to treat either as a means to an end.

• In the context of A/IS, one consideration is to wonder if developers are acting with the best interests of humanity and human dignity in mind. This could possibly be extended to A/IS whereby they are assisting humanity as an instrument of action that has an impact on decision-making capabilities, despite being based on neural machine learning or set protocols. The humanity formulation of “the categorical imperative” has implications for various scenarios. The duty to respect human dignity may require some limitations on the functions and capability of A/IS so that they do not completely replace humans, human functions, and/or “human central thinking activities” such as judgment, discretion, and reasoning. Privacy and safeguarding issues around A/IS assisting humans, e.g., healthcare robots, may require programming certain values so that A/IS do not divulge personal information to third parties, or compromise a human’s physical or mental well-being. It may also involve preventing A/IS from deceiving or manipulating humans.

• Potential benefits and financial incentives from exploiting A/IS may provide ends-means justifications for their use, while disregarding the treatment of humanity as an end in itself, e.g., cutting back on funding rigorous testing of A/IS before they reach the market and society. Maintaining human agency in human-machine interaction is a manifestation of the duty to respect human dignity. For example, a human has the right to know when they are interacting with A/IS, and may require consent for any A/IS interaction.

• **Utilitarian ethics:** Also called consequentialist ethics, this code of ethics refers to the consequences of one’s decisions and actions. According to the utility principle, the right course of action is the one that maximizes the utility (utilitarianism) or pleasure (hedonism) for the greatest number of people. This ethics theory does, however, warn against superficial and short-term evaluations of utility or pleasure. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the A/IS developers to consider long-term effects. Social justice is paramount in this instance, thus it must be ascertained if the implementation of A/IS will contribute to humanity, or negatively impact employment or other capabilities. Indeed, where it is deemed A/IS can supplement humanity, it should be designed in such a way that the benefits are obvious to all the stakeholders.

• **Ethics of care:** Generally viewed as an instance of feminist ethics, this approach emphasizes the importance of relationships which is context-bound. Relationships are ontologically basic to humanity, according to Nel Noddings, feminist and philosopher of education; to care for other human beings is one of our basic human attributes. For such
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a theory to have relevance in this context, one needs to consider two criteria: 1) the relationship with the other person, or entity, must already exist or must have the potential to exist, and 2) the relationship should have the potential to grow into a caring relationship. Applied to A/IS, an interesting question comes to the foreground: Can one care for humans and their interests in tandem with non-human entities? If one expects A/IS to be beneficial to humanity, as in the instance of robots assisting with care of the elderly, then can one deduce the possibility of humans caring for A/IS? If that possibility exists, do principles of social justice become applicable to A/IS?

Recommendations

By returning to classical ethics foundations, expand the discussion on ethics in A/IS to include a critical assessment of anthropomorphic presumptions of ethics and moral rules for A/IS. Keep in mind that machines do not, in terms of classical autonomy, comprehend the moral or legal rules they follow. They move according to their programming, following rules that are designed by humans to be moral.

Expand the discussion on ethics for A/IS to include an exploration of the classical foundations of economy, outlined above, as potentially influencing current views and assumptions around machines achieving isolated autonomy.

Further Resources

Classical Ethics in A/IS


**Issue: The Distinction between Agents and Patients**

**Background**

Of particular concern when understanding the relationship between human beings and A/IS is the uncritically applied anthropomorphic approach toward A/IS that many industry and policymakers are using today. This approach erroneously blurs the distinction between moral agents and moral patients, i.e., subjects, otherwise understood as a distinction between “natural” self-organizing systems and artificial, non-self-organizing devices. As noted above, A/IS cannot, by definition, become autonomous in the sense that humans or living beings are autonomous. With that said, autonomy in machines, when critically defined, designates how machines act and operate independently in certain contexts through a consideration of implemented order generated by laws and rules. In this sense, A/IS can, by definition, qualify as autonomous, especially in the case of genetic algorithms and evolutionary strategies. However, attempts to implant true morality and emotions, and thus accountability, i.e., autonomy, into A/IS blurs the distinction between agents and patients and may encourage anthropomorphic expectations of machines by human beings when designing and interacting with A/IS.

Thus, an adequate assessment of expectations and language used to describe the human-A/IS relationship becomes critical in the early stages of its development, where analyzing subtleties is necessary. Definitions of autonomy need to be clearly drawn, both in terms of A/IS and human autonomy. On one hand, A/IS may in some cases manifest seemingly ethical and moral decisions, resulting for all intents and purposes in efficient and agreeable moral outcomes. Many human traditions, on the other hand, can and have manifested as fundamentalism under the guise of morality. Such is the case with many religious moral foundations, where established cultural mores are neither questioned nor assessed. In such scenarios, one must consider whether there is any functional difference between the level of autonomy in A/IS and that of assumed agency—the ability to choose and act—in humans via the blind adherence to religious, traditional, or habitual mores. The relationship between assumed moral customs, the ethical critique of those customs, and the law are important distinctions.

The above misunderstanding in definitions of autonomy arises in part because of the tendency for humans to shape artificial creations in their own image, and our desire to lend our human
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experience to shaping a morphology of artificially intelligent systems. This is not to say that such terminology cannot be used metaphorically, but the difference must be maintained, especially as A/IS begin to resemble human beings more closely. It is possible for terms like "artificial intelligence" or "morality of machines" to be used as metaphors without resulting in misunderstanding. This is how language works and how humans try to understand their natural and artificial environment.

However, the critical difference between human autonomy and autonomous systems involves questions of free will, predetermination, and being (ontology). The questions of critical ontology currently being applied to machines are not new questions to ethical discourse and philosophy; they have been thoroughly applied to the nature of human being as well. John Stuart Mill, for example, is a determinist and claims that human actions are predicated on predetermined laws. He does, however, argue for a reconciliation of human free will with determinism through a theory of compatibility. Millian ethics provides a detailed and informed foundation for defining autonomy that could serve to help overcome general assumptions of anthropomorphism in A/IS and thereby address the uncertainty therein (Mill, 1999).

Recommendations

When addressing the nature of “autonomy” in autonomous systems, it is recommended that the discussion first consider free will, civil liberty, and society from a Millian perspective in order to better grasp definitions of autonomy and to address general assumptions of anthropomorphism in A/IS.

Further Resources

- International Center for Information Ethics, 2018.
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**Issue:** The Need for an Accessible, Classical Ethics Vocabulary

**Background**

Philosophers and ethicists are trained in vocabulary relating to philosophical concepts and terminology. There is an intrinsic value placed on these concepts when discussing ethics and A/IS, since the layered meaning behind the terminology used is foundational to these discussions and is grounded in a subsequent entrenchment of values. Unfortunately, using philosophical terminology in cross-disciplinary instances, i.e., a conversation between technologists and policymakers, is often ineffective since not everyone has the education to be able to encompass the abstracted layers of meaning contained in philosophical terminology.

However, not understanding a philosophical definition does not detract from the necessity of its utility. While ethical and philosophical theories should not be over-simplified for popular consumption, being able to adequately translate the essence of the rich history of ethics will go a long way in supporting a constructive dialogue on ethics and A/IS. With access and accessibility concerns intricately linked with education in communities, as well as secondary and tertiary institutions, society needs to take a vested interest in creating awareness for government officials, rural communities, and school teachers. Creating a more “user-friendly” vocabulary raises awareness on the necessity and application of classical ethics to digital societies.

Identifying terms that will be intelligible to all relevant audiences is pragmatic, but care should be taken not to dilute or misrepresent concepts that are familiar to moral philosophy and ethics. One way around this is to engage in applied ethics; illustrate how a particular concept would work in the A/IS context or scenario. Another way is to understand whether terminology used across different disciplines actually has the same or similar meaning and effect which can be expressed accordingly.

**Recommendations**

Support and encourage the efforts of groups raising awareness for social and ethics committees, whose roles are to support ethics dialogue within their organizations, seeking approaches that are both aspirational and values-based. A/IS technologists should engage in cross-disciplinary exchanges whereby philosophy scholars and ethicists attend and present in non-philosophical courses. This will both raise awareness and sensitize non-philosophical scholars and practitioners to the vocabulary.

**Further Resources**
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**Issue: Presenting Ethics to the Creators of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems**

**Background**

The question arises as to whether or not classical ethics theories can be used to produce meta-level orientations to data collection and data use in decision-making. Keeping in mind that the task of philosophical ethics should be to examine good and evil, ethics should examine values, not prescribe them. Laws, which arise from ethics, are entrenched mores that have been critically assessed to prescribe.

The key is to embed ethics into engineering in a way that does not make ethics a servant, but instead a partner in the process. In addition to an ethics-in-practice approach, providing students and engineers with the tools necessary to build a similar orientation into their inventions further entrenches ethical design practices. In the abstract, this is not so difficult to describe, but is very difficult to encode into systems. This problem can be addressed by providing students with job aids such as checklists, flowcharts, and matrices that will help them select and use a principal ethical framework, and then exercise use of those devices with steadily more complex examples. In such an iterative process, students will start to determine for themselves what examples do not allow for perfectly clear decisions, and, in fact, require some interaction between frameworks. Produced outcomes such as videos, essays, and other formats—such as project-based learning activities—allow for a didactic strategy which proves effective in artificial intelligence ethics education.

The goal is to provide students a means to use ethics in a manner analogous to how they are being taught to use engineering principles and tools. In other words, the goal is to help engineers tell the story of what they are doing.

• Ethicists should use information flows and consider at a meta-level what information flows do and what they are supposed to do.

• Engineers should then build a narrative that outlines the iterative process of ethical considerations in their design. Intentions are part of the narrative and provide a base to reflect back on those intentions.
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• The process then allows engineers to better understand their assumptions and adjust their intentions and design processes accordingly. They can only get to these by asking targeted questions.

This process, one with which engineers are quite familiar, is basically Kantian and Millian ethics in play.

The aim is to produce what is referred to in the computer programming lexicon as a macro. A macro is code that takes other code as its input(s) and produces unique outputs. This macro is built using the Western ethics tradition of virtue ethics.

This further underscores the importance of education and training on ethical considerations relating to A/IS. Such courses should be developed and presented to students of engineering, A/IS, computer science, and other relevant fields. These courses do not add value *a posteriori*, but should be embedded from the beginning to allow for absorption of the underlying ethical considerations as well as allowing for critical thinking to come to fruition once the students graduate. There are various approaches that can be considered on a tertiary level:

• Parallel (information) ethics program that is presented together with the science program during the course of undergraduate and postgraduate study;

• Embedded (information) ethics modules within the science program, i.e., one module per semester;

• Short (information) ethics courses specifically designed for the science program that can be attended by the current students, alumni, or professionals. These will function as either introductory, refresher, or specialized courses.

Courses can also be blended to include students and/or practitioners from diverse backgrounds rather than the more traditional practice of homogenous groups, such as engineering students, continuing education programs directed at a specific specialization, and the like.

**Recommendations**

Find ways to present ethics where the methodologies used are familiar to engineering students. As engineering is taught as a collection of techno-science, logic, and mathematics, embedding ethical sensitivity into these objective and non-objective processes is essential. Curricula development is crucial in each approach. In addition to research articles and best practices, it is recommended that engineers and practitioners come together with social scientists and philosophers to develop case studies, interactive virtual reality gaming, and additional course interventions that are relevant to students.

**Further Resources**
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Issue: Accessing Classical Ethics by Corporations and Companies

Background

Many companies, from startups to tech giants, understand that ethical considerations in tech design are increasingly important, but are not sure how to incorporate ethics into their tech design agenda. How can ethical considerations in tech design become an integrated part of the agenda of companies, public projects, and research consortia? Corporate workshops and exercises will need to go beyond opinion-gathering exercises to embed ethical considerations into structures, environments, training, and development.

As it stands, classical ethics is not accessible enough to corporate endeavors in ethics, and as such, are not applicable to tech projects. There is often, but not always, a big discrepancy between the output of engineers, lawyers, and philosophers when dealing with computer science issues; there is also a large difference in how various disciplines approach these issues. While this is not true in all cases—and there are now several interdisciplinary approaches in robotics and machine ethics as well as a growing number of scientists that hold double and interdisciplinary degrees—there remains a vacuum for the wider understanding of classical ethics theories in the interdisciplinary setting. Such an understanding includes that of the philosophical language used in ethics and the translation of that language across disciplines.

If we take, for instance, the terminology and usage of the concept of "trust" in reference to technology, the term “trust” has specific philosophical, legal, and engineering connotations. It is not an abstract concept. It is attributable to humans, and relates to claims and actions people make. Machines, robots, and algorithms lack the ability to make claims and so cannot be attributed with trust. They cannot determine whether something is trustworthy or not. Software engineers may refer to “trusting” the data, but this relates to the data’s authenticity and veracity to ensure software performance. In the context of A/IS, “trust” means “functional reliability”; it means there is confidence in the technology’s predictability, reliability, and security against hackers or impersonators of authentic users.
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**Recommendations**

In order to achieve multicultural, multidisciplinary, and multi-sectoral dialogues between technologists, philosophers, and policymakers, a nuanced understanding in philosophical and technical language, which is critical to digital society from Internet of Things (IoT), privacy, and cybersecurity to issues of Internet governance, must be translated into norms and made available to technicians and policymakers who may not understand the nuances of the terminology in philosophical, legal, and engineering contexts. It is therefore recommended that the translation of the critical-thinking terminology of philosophers, policymakers, and other stakeholders on A/IS be translated into norms accessible to technicians.

**Further Resources**


**Issue: The Impact of Automated Systems on the Workplace**

**Background**

The impact of A/IS on the workplace and the changing power relationships between workers and employers requires ethical guidance. Issues of data protection and privacy via big data in combination with the use of autonomous systems by employers are increasing, where decisions made via aggregate algorithms directly impact employment prospects. The uncritical use of A/IS in the workplace, and its impact on employee-employer relations, is of utmost concern due to the high chance of error and biased outcome.

The concept of responsible research and innovation (RRI) is a growing area, particularly within the EU. It offers potential solutions to workplace bias and is being adopted by several research funders, such as the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC), who include RRI core principles in their mission statement. RRI is an umbrella concept that draws on classical ethics theory to provide tools to address ethical concerns from the outset of a project, from the design stage onwards.

- IEEE P7000™, IEEE Standards Project for Model Process for Addressing Ethical Concerns During System Design will provide engineers and technologists with an implementable process aligning innovation management processes, IT system design approaches, and software engineering methods to minimize ethical risk for their organizations, stakeholders and end users.
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Quoting Rene Von Schomberg, science and technologies studies specialist and philosopher, “Responsible Research and Innovation is a transparent, interactive process by which societal actors and innovators become mutually responsive to each other with a view to the (ethical) acceptability, sustainability and societal desirability of the innovation process and its marketable products (in order to allow a proper embedding of scientific and technological advances in our society).”

When RRI methodologies are used in the ethical considerations of A/IS design, especially in response to the potential bias of A/IS in the workplace, theoretical deficiencies are then often exposed that would not otherwise have been exposed, allowing room for improvement in design at the development stage rather than from a retroactive perspective. RRI in design increases the chances of both relevance and strength in ethically aligned design.

This emerging and exciting new concept aims to also push the boundaries to incorporate relevant stakeholders whose influence in responsible research is on a global stage. While this concept initially focuses on the workplace setting, success will only be achieved through the active involvement from private companies of industry, AI Institutes, and those who are at the forefront in A/IS design. Responsible research and innovation will be achieved through careful research and innovation governance that will ensure research purpose, process, and outcomes that are acceptable, sustainable, and even desirable. It will be incumbent on RRI experts to engage at a level where private companies will feel empowered and embrace this concept as both practical to implement and enact.

Recommendations

It is recommended, through the application of RRI as founded in classical ethics theory, that research in A/IS design utilize available tools and approaches to better understand the design process, addressing ethical concerns from the very beginning of the design stage of the project, thus maintaining a stronger, more efficient methodological accountability throughout.

Further Resources
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- IEEE P7005™, Standards Project for Transparent Employer Data Governance is designed to provide organizations with a set of clear guidelines and certifications guaranteeing they are storing, protecting, and utilizing employee data in an ethical and transparent way.

Section 2—Classical Ethics from Globally Diverse Traditions

**Issue: The Monopoly on Ethics by Western Ethical Traditions**

**Background**

As human creators, our most fundamental values are imposed on the systems we design. It becomes incumbent on the global community to recognize which sets of values guide the design, and whether or not A/IS will generate problematic, i.e., discriminatory, consequences without consideration of non-Western values. There is an urgent need to broaden traditional ethics in its contemporary form of “responsible innovation” (RI) beyond the scope of “Western” ethical foundations, such as utilitarianism, deontology, and virtue ethics. There is also a need to include other traditions of ethics in RI, such as those inherent to Buddhism, Confucianism, and Ubuntu traditions.

However, this venture poses problematic assumptions even before the issue above can be explored. In classifying Western values, we group together thousands of years of independent and disparate ideas originating from the Greco-Roman philosophical tradition with their Christian-infused cultural heritage and then the break from that heritage with the Enlightenment. What is it that one refers to by the term “Western ethics”? Does one refer to philosophical ethics (ethics as a scientific discipline) or is the reference to Western morality?

The “West”, however it may be defined, is an individualistic society, arguably more so than much of the rest of the world, and thus, in some aspects, should be even less collectively defined than “Eastern” ethical traditions. Suggest instead: If one is referring to Western values, one must designate which values and to whom they belong. Additionally, there is a danger in the field of intercultural information ethics, however
unconsciously or instinctively propagated, to not only group together all Western traditions under a single banner, but to negatively designate any and all Western influence in global exchange to representing an abusive collective of colonial-influenced ideals. Just because there exists a monopoly of influence by one system over another does not mean that said monopoly is devoid of value, even for systems outside itself. In the same way that culturally diverse traditions have much to offer Western tradition(s), so, too, do they have much to gain from them.

In order to establish mutually beneficial connections in addressing globally diverse traditions, it is of critical importance to first properly distinguish between subtleties in Western ethics as a discipline and morality as its object or subject matter. It is also important to differentiate between philosophical or scientific ethics and theological ethics. As noted above, the relationship between assumed moral customs, the ethical critique of those customs, and the law is an established methodology in scientific communities. Western and Eastern philosophy are very different, just like Western and Eastern ethics. Western philosophical ethics use scientific methods such as the logical, discursive, and dialectical approach (models of normative ethics) alongside the analytical and hermeneutical approaches. The Western tradition is not about education and teaching of social and moral values, but rather about the application of fundamentals, frameworks, and explanations. However, several contemporary globally relevant community mores are based in traditional and theological moral systems, requiring a conversation around how best to collaborate in the design and programming of ethics in A/IS amidst differing ethical traditions.

While experts in Intercultural Information Ethics, such as Pak-Hang Wong, highlight the dangers of the dominance of “Western” ethics in A/IS design, noting specifically the appropriation of ethics by liberal democratic values to the exclusion of other value systems, it should be noted that those same liberal democratic values are put in place and specifically designed to accommodate such differences. However, while the accommodation of differences are, in theory, accounted for in dominant liberal value systems, the reality of the situation reveals a monopoly of, and a bias toward, established Western ethical value systems, especially when it comes to standardization. As Wong notes:

Standardization is an inherently value-laden project, as it designates the normative criteria for inclusion to the global network. Here, one of the major adverse implications of the introduction of value-laden standard(s) of responsible innovation (RI) appears to be the delegitimization of the plausibility of RI based on local values, especially when those values come into conflict with the liberal democratic values, as the local values (or, the RI based on local values) do not enable scientists and technology developers to be recognized as members of the global network of research and innovation (Wong, 2016).

It does, however, become necessary for those who do not work within the parameters of accepted value monopolies to find alternative methods of accommodating different value systems. Liberal values arose out of conflicts
of cultural and subcultural differences and are designed to be accommodating enough to include a rather wide range of differences.

RI enables policymakers, scientists, technology developers, and the public to better understand and respond to the social, ethical, and policy challenges raised by new and emerging technologies. Given the historical context from which RI emerges, it should not be surprising that the current discourse on RI is predominantly based on liberal democratic values. Yet, the bias toward liberal democratic values will inevitably limit the discussion of RI, especially in the cases where liberal democratic values are not taken for granted. Against this background, it is important to recognize the problematic consequences of RI solely grounded on, or justified by, liberal democratic values.

In addition, many non-Western ethics traditions, including the Buddhist and Ubuntu traditions highlighted below, view “relationship” as a foundationally important concept to ethical discourse. One of the key parameters of intercultural information ethics and RI research must be to identify main commonalities of “relationship” approaches from different cultures and how to operationalize them for A/IS to complement classical methodologies of deontological and teleological ethics. Different cultural perceptions of time may influence “relationship” approaches and impact how A/IS are perceived and integrated, e.g., technology as part of linear progress in the West; inter-generational needs and principles of respect and benevolence in Chinese culture determining current and future use of technology.

**Recommendations**

In order to enable a cross-cultural dialogue of ethics in technology, discussions on ethics and A/IS must first return to normative foundations of RI to address the notion of “responsible innovation” from a range of value systems not predominant in Western classical ethics. Together with acknowledging differences, a special focus on commonalities in the intercultural understanding of the concept of “relationship” must complement the process.

**Further Resources**
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**Issue: The Application of Classical Buddhist Ethical Traditions to A/IS Design**

**Background**

According to Buddhism, the field of ethics is concerned with behaving in such a way that the subject ultimately realizes the goal of liberation. The question, “How should I act?” is answered straightforwardly; one should act in such a way that one realizes liberation (nirvana) in the future, achieving what in Buddhism is understood as “supreme happiness”. Thus Buddhist ethics are clearly goal-oriented. In the Buddhist tradition, people attain liberation when they no longer endure any unsatisfactory conditions, when they have attained the state where they are completely free from any passions, including desire, anger, and delusion—to name the traditional three, that ensnare one’s self against freedom. In order to attain liberation, one engages oneself in mindful behavior (ethics), concentration (meditation), and what is deemed in Buddhism as “wisdom”, a term that remains ambiguous in Western scientific approaches to ethics.

Thus ethics in Buddhism are concerned exclusively with how to attain the goal of liberation, or freedom. In contrast to Western ethics, Buddhist ethics are not concerned with theoretical questions on the source of normativity or what constitutes the good life. What makes an action a “good” action in Buddhism is always concerned with whether the action leads, eventually, to liberation or not. In Buddhism, there is no questioning why liberation is a good thing. It is simply assumed. Such an assumption places Buddhism, and ethical reflection from a Buddhist perspective, in the camp of mores rather than scientifically led ethical discourse, and it is approached as an ideology or a worldview.

While it is critically important to consider, understand, and apply accepted ideologies such as Buddhism in A/IS, it is both necessary to differentiate the methodology from Western ethics, and respectful to Buddhist tradition, not to require that it be considered in a scientific
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context. Such assumptions put it at odds with the Western foundation of ethical reflection on mores. From a Buddhist perspective, one does not ask why supreme happiness is a good thing; one simply accepts it. The relevant question in Buddhism is not about methodological reflection, but about how to attain liberation from the necessity for such reflection.

Thus, Buddhist ethics contain potential for conflict with Western ethical value systems which are founded on ideas of questioning moral and epistemological assumptions. Buddhist ethics are different from, for example, utilitarianism, which operates via critical analysis toward providing the best possible situation to the largest number of people, especially as it pertains to the good life. These fundamental differences between the traditions need to be, first and foremost, mutually understood and then addressed in one form or another when designing A/IS that span cultural contexts.

The main difference between Buddhist and Western ethics is that Buddhism is based upon a metaphysics of relation. Buddhist ethics emphasizes how action leads to achieving a goal, or in the case of Buddhism, the final goal. In other words, an action is considered a good one when it contributes to the realization of the goal. It is relational when the value of an action is relative to whether or not it leads to the goal, the goal being the reduction and eventual cessation of suffering. In Buddhism, the self is constituted through the relationship between the synergy of bodily parts and mental activities. In Buddhist analysis, the self does not actually exist as a self-subsisting entity. Liberation, or nirvana, consists in realizing that what is known to be the self actually consists of nothing more than these connecting episodes and parts. To exemplify the above, one can draw from the concept of privacy as often explored via intercultural information ethics. The Buddhist perspective understands privacy as a protection, not of self-subsisting individuals, because such do not exist ultimately speaking, but of certain values that are found to be necessary for a well-functioning society to prosper in the globalized world.

The secular formulation of the supreme happiness mentioned above is that of the reduction of the experience of suffering, or reduction of the metacognitive state of suffering. Such a state is the result of lifelong discipline and meditation aimed at achieving proper relationships with others and with the world. This notion of the reduction of suffering is something that can resonate well with certain Western traditions, such as epicureanism ataraxia, i.e., freedom from fear through reason and discipline, and versions of consequentialist ethics that are more focused on the reduction of harm. It also encompasses the concept of phronesis or practical wisdom from virtue ethics.

Relational ethical boundaries promote ethical guidance that focuses on creativity and growth rather than solely on mitigation of consequence and avoidance of error. If the goal of the reduction of suffering can be formulated in a way that is not absolute, but collaboratively defined, this leaves room for many philosophies and related approaches as to how this goal can be accomplished. Intentionally making space for ethical pluralism is one potential antidote to dominance of the conversation by liberal thought, with its legacy of Western colonialism.
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**Recommendations**

In considering the nature of interactions between human and autonomous systems, the above notion of “proper relationships” through Buddhist ethics can provide a useful platform that results in ethical statements formulated in a relational way, instead of an absolutist way. It is recommended as an additional methodology, along with Western-value methodologies, to address human/computer interactions.

**Further Resources**


**Issue: The Application of Ubuntu Ethical Traditions to A/IS Design**

**Background**

In his article, “African Ethics and Journalism Ethics: News and Opinion in Light of Ubuntu”, Thaddeus Metz frames the following question: “What does a sub-Saharan ethic focused on the good of community, interpreted philosophically as a moral theory, entail for the duties of various agents with respect to the news/opinion media?” (Metz, 2015, 1). In applying that question to A/IS, it reads: “If an ethic focused on the good of community, interpreted philosophically as a moral theory, is applied to A/IS, what would the implications be on the duties of various agents?” Agents, in this regard, would therefore be the following:

- Members of the A/IS research community
- A/IS programmers/computer scientists
- A/IS end-users
- A/IS themselves

[Cultural Attitudes towards Communication and Technology, pp. 300-314, 2010.]
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Ubuntu is a sub-Saharan philosophical tradition. Its basic tenet is that a person is a person through other persons. It develops further in the notions of caring and sharing as well as identity and belonging, whereby people experience their lives as bound up with their community. A person is defined in relation to the community since the sense of being is intricately linked with belonging. Therefore, community exists through shared experiences and values. It is a commonly held maxim in the Ubuntu tradition that, “to be is to belong to a community and participate.” As the saying goes, *motho ke motho ka batho babang,* or, “a person is a person because of other people.”

Very little research, if any at all, has been conducted in light of Ubuntu ethics and A/IS, but its focus will be within the following moral domains:

1. Among the members of the A/IS research community
2. Between the A/IS community/programmers/computer scientists and the end-users
3. Between the A/IS community/programmers/computer scientists and A/IS
4. Between the end-users and A/IS
5. Between A/IS and A/IS

Considering a future where A/IS will become more entrenched in our everyday lives, one must keep in mind that an attitude of sharing one’s experiences with others and caring for their well-being will be impacted. Also, by trying to ensure solidarity within one’s community, one must identify factors and devices that will form part of their lifeworld. If so, will the presence of A/IS inhibit the process of partaking in a community, or does it create more opportunities for doing so? One cannot classify A/IS as only a negative or disruptive force; it is here to stay and its presence will only increase. Ubuntu ethics must come to grips with, and contribute to, the body of knowledge by establishing a platform for mutual discussion and understanding. Ubuntu, as collective human dignity, may offer a way of understanding the impact of A/IS on humankind, e.g., the need for human moral and legal agency; human life and death decisions to be taken by humans rather than A/IS.

Such analysis fleshes out the following suggestive comments of Desmond Tutu, renowned former chair of South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission, when he says of Africans, “(We say) a person is a person through other people... I am human because I belong” (Tutu, 1999). As Tutu notes, “Harmony, friendliness, and community are great goods. Social harmony is for us the *summum bonum*—the greatest good. Anything that subverts or undermines this sought-after good is to be avoided” (2015:78).

In considering the above, it is fair to state that community remains central to Ubuntu. In situating A/IS within this moral domain, they will have to adhere to the principles of community, identity, and solidarity with others. On the other hand, they will also need to be cognizant of, and sensitive toward, the potential for community-based ethics to exclude individuals on the basis that they do not belong or fail to meet communitarian standards. For example,
would this mean the excluded individual lacks personhood and as a consequence would not be able to benefit from community-based A/IS initiatives? How would community-based A/IS programming avoid such biases against individuals?

While virtue ethics question the goal or purpose of A/IS and deontological ethics question the duties, the fundamental question asked by Ubuntu would be, "How does A/IS affect the community in which it is situated?" This question links with the initial question concerning the duties of the various moral agents within the specific community. Motivation becomes very important, because if A/IS seek to detract from community, they will be detrimental to the identity of this community when it comes to job losses, poverty, lacks in education, and lacks in skills training. However, should A/IS seek to supplement the community by means of ease of access, support systems, and more, then it cannot be argued that they will be detrimental. In between these two motivators is a safeguarding issue about how to avoid excluding individuals from accessing community-based A/IS initiatives. It therefore becomes imperative that whoever designs the systems must work closely both with ethicists and the target community, audience, or end-user to ascertain whether their needs are identified and met.

**Recommendations**

It is recommended that a concerted effort be made toward the study and publication of literature addressing potential relationships between Ubuntu and other instances of African ethical traditions and A/IS value design. A/IS designers and programmers must work closely with the end-users and target communities to ensure their design objectives, products, and services are aligned with the needs of the end-users and target communities.

**Further Resources**

Issue: The Application of Shinto-Influenced Traditions to A/IS Design

Background

Alongside the burgeoning African Ubuntu reflections on A/IS, other indigenous technoethical reflections boast an extensive engagement. One such tradition is Japanese Shinto indigenous spirituality, or, Kami no michi, often cited as the catalyst for Japanese robot and autonomous systems culture, a culture that naturally stems from the traditional Japanese concept of karakuri ningyo (automata). Popular Japanese artificial intelligence, robot, and videogaming culture can be directly connected to indigenous Shinto tradition, from the existence of kami (spirits) to puppets and automata.

The relationship between A/IS and a human being is a personal relationship in Japanese culture and, one could argue, a very natural one. The phenomenon of “relationship” in Japan between humans and automata stands out as unique to technological relationships in world cultures, since the Shinto tradition is arguably the only animistic and naturalistic tradition that can be directly connected to contemporary digital culture and A/IS. From the Shinto perspective, the existence of A/IS, whether manifested through robots or other technological autonomous systems, is as natural to the world as rivers, forests, and thunderstorms. As noted by Spyros G. Tzafestas, author of Roboethics: A Navigating Overview, “Japan’s harmonious feeling for intelligent machines and robots, particularly for humanoid ones,” (Tzafestas, 2015, 155) colors and influences technological development in Japan, especially robot culture.

The word “Shinto” can be traced to two Japanese concepts: Shin, meaning spirit, and to, the philosophical path. Along with the modern concept of the android, which can be traced back to three sources—the first, to its Greek etymology that combines andras (“άνδρας”), or man, and gynoids/gyni (“γυνή”), or woman; the second, via automatons and toys as per U.S. patent developers in the 1800s; and the third to Japan, where both historical and technological foundations for android development have dominated the market since the 1970s—Japanese Shinto-influenced technology culture is perhaps the most authentic representation of the human-automaton interface.

Shinto tradition is an animistic religious tradition, positing that everything is created with, and maintains, its own spirit (kami) and is animated by that spirit—an idea that goes a long way to defining autonomy in robots from a Japanese viewpoint. This includes, on one hand, everything that Western culture might deem natural, including rivers, trees, and rocks, and on the other hand, everything artificially (read: artfully) created, including vehicles, homes, and automata (robots). Artifacts are as much a part of nature in Shinto as animals, and they are considered naturally beautiful rather than falsely artificial.

A potential conflict between Western and Japanese concepts of nature and artifact arises when the two traditions are compared
and contrasted, especially in the exploration of artificial intelligence. While in Shinto, the artifact as "artificial" represents creation and authentic being, with implications for defining autonomy, the same artifact is designated as secondary and often times unnatural, false, and counterfeit in Western ethical philosophical tradition, dating back to Platonic and Christian ideas of separation of form and spirit. In both traditions, culturally presumed biases define our relationships with technology. While disparate in origin and foundation, both Western classical ethics traditions and Shinto ethical influences in modern A/IS have similar goals and outlooks for ethics in A/IS, goals that are centered in "relationship".

**Recommendations**

Where Japanese culture leads the way in the synthesis of traditional value systems and technology, we recommend that people involved with efforts in A/IS ethics explore the Shinto paradigm as representative, though not necessarily as directly applicable, to global efforts in understanding and applying traditional and classical ethics methodologies to A/IS.

**Further Resources**
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Section 3—Classical Ethics for a Technical World

**Issue: Maintaining Human Autonomy**

**Background**

A/IS present the possibility for a digitally networked intellectual capacity that imitates, matches, and supersedes human intellectual capacity, including, among other things, general skills, discovery, and computing functions. In addition, A/IS can potentially acquire functionality in areas traditionally captured under the rubric of what we deem unique human and social ability. While the larger question of ethics and A/IS looks at the implications of the influence of autonomous systems in these areas, the pertinent issue is the possibility of autonomous systems imitating, influencing, and then determining the norms of human autonomy. This is done through the eventual negation of independent human thinking and decision-making, where algorithms begin to inform through targeted feedback loops what it is we are and what it is we should decide. Thus, how can the academic rigor of traditional ethics speak to the question of maintaining human autonomy in light of algorithmic decision-making?

How will A/IS influence human autonomy in ways that may or may not be advantageous to the good life, and perhaps—even if advantageous—may be detrimental at the same time? How do these systems affect human autonomy and decision-making through the use of algorithms when said algorithms tend to inform (“in-form”) via targeted feedback loops?

Consider, for example, Google’s autocomplete tool, where algorithms attempt to determine one’s search parameters via the user’s initial keyword input, offering suggestions based on several criteria including search patterns. In this scenario, autocomplete suggestions influence, in real-time, the parameters the user phrases their search by, often reforming the user’s perceived notions of what it was they were looking for in the first place, versus what they might have actually originally intended.

Targeted algorithms also inform, as per emerging IoT, applications that monitor the user’s routines and habits in the analog world. Consider for example that our bioinformation is, or soon will be, available for interpretation by autonomous systems. What happens when autonomous systems can inform the user in ways the user is not even aware of, using one’s bioinformation in targeted advertising campaigns that seek to influence the user in real-time feedback loops based on the user’s biological reactions such as...
pupil dilation, body temperature, and emotional reaction, whether positive or negative, to that very same advertising, using information about our being to in-form and re-form our being? On the other hand, it becomes important not to adopt dystopian assumptions concerning autonomous machines threatening human autonomy.

The tendency to think only in negative terms presupposes a case for interactions between autonomous machines and human beings, a presumption not necessarily based in evidence. Ultimately, the behavior of algorithms rests solely in their design, and that design rests solely in the hands of those who designed them. Perhaps more importantly, however, is the matter of choice in terms of how the user chooses to interact with the algorithm. Users often don’t know when an algorithm is interacting with them directly or their data which acts as a proxy for their identity. Should there be a precedent for the A/IS user to know when they are interacting with an algorithm? What about consent?

The responsibility for the behavior of algorithms remains with the designer, the user, and a set of well-designed guidelines that guarantee the importance of human autonomy in any interaction. As machine functions become more autonomous and begin to operate in a wider range of situations, any notion of those machines working for or against human beings becomes contested. Does the machine work for someone in particular, or for particular groups but not others? Who decides on the parameters? Is it the machine itself? Such questions become key factors in conversations around ethical standards.

**Recommendations**

A two-step process is recommended to maintain human autonomy in A/IS. The creation of an ethics-by-design methodology is the first step to addressing human autonomy in A/IS, where a critically applied ethical design of autonomous systems preemptively considers how and where autonomous systems may or may not dissolve human autonomy. The second step is the creation of a pointed and widely applied education curriculum that spans grade school through university, one based on a classical ethics foundation that focuses on providing choice and accountability toward digital being as a priority in information and knowledge societies.

**Further Resources**
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**Issue: Implications of Cultural Migration in A/IS**

**Background**

In addition to developing an understanding of A/IS via different cultures, it is crucial to understand how A/IS are shaped and reshaped—how they affect and are affected by—human mobility and cultural diversity through active immigration. The effect of human mobility on state systems reliant on A/IS impacts the State structure itself, and thus the systems that the structure relies on, in the end influencing everything from democracy to citizenship. Where the State, through A/IS, invests in and gathers big data through mechanisms for registration and identification of people, mainly immigrants, human mobility becomes a foundational component in a system geared toward the preservation of human dignity.

Traditional national concerns reflect two information foundations: information produced for human rights and information produced for national sovereignty. In the second foundation, State borders are considered the limits from which political governance is defined in terms of security. The preservation of national sovereignty depends on the production and domination of knowledge. In the realm of migratory policies, knowledge is created to measure people in transit: collecting, treating, and transferring information about territory and society.

Knowledge organization has been the paramount pillar of scientific thought and scientific practice since the beginning of written civilization. Any scientific and technological development has only been possible through information policies that include the establishment of management processes to systematize them, and the codification of language. For the Greeks, this process was closely associated with the concept of arete, or the excellence of one’s self in politics as congregated in the polis. The notion of polis is as relevant as ever in the digital age with the development of digital technologies and the discussions around morality in A/IS. Where the systematization of knowledge is potentially freely created, the advent of the Internet and its flows are difficult to control. Ethical issues about the production of information are becoming paramount to our digital society.

The advancement of the fields of science and technology has not been followed by innovations in the political community, and the technical community has repeatedly tabled academic discussions about the hegemony of technocracy over policy issues, restricting the space of the policy arena and valorizing excessively technic solutions for human problems. This monopoly alters conceptions of morality, relocating the locus of the Kantian “Categorical Imperative”, causing the tension among different social and political contexts to become more pervasive.
Current global migration dynamics have been met by unfavorable public opinion based in ideas of crisis and emergency, a response vastly disproportionate to what statistics have shown to be the reality. In response to these views, A/IS are currently designed and applied to measure, calculate, identify, register, systematize, normalize, and frame both human rights and security policies. This is largely no different of a process than what has been practiced since the period of colonialism. It includes the creation and implementation of a set of ancient and new technologies. Throughout history, mechanisms have been created firstly to identify and select individuals who share certain biological heritage, and secondly to individuals and social groups, including biological characteristics.

Information is only possible when materialized as an infrastructure supported by ideas in action as a “communicative act”, which Habermas (1968) identifies in Hegel’s work, converging three elements in human-in-the-world relationships: symbol, language, and labor. Information policies reveal the importance and the strength in which technologies influence economic, social, cultural, identity, and ethnic interactions.

Traditional mechanisms used to control migration, such as the passport, are associated with globally established walls and fences. The more intense human mobility becomes, the more amplified are the discourses to discourage it, restricting human migrations, and deepening the need for an ethics related to conditions of citizenship. Together with the building of walls, other remote technologies are developed to monitor and surveil borders, buildings, and streets, also impacting ideas and moral presumptions of citizenship. Closed Circuit Television (CCTV), Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), and satellites allow data transference in real time to databases, cementing the backbone that A/IS draws from, often with bias as per the expectations of developed countries. This centrality of data sources for A/IS expresses a divide between developed and underdeveloped countries, particularly as relevant to the refugee.

Information is something that links languages, habits, customs, identification, and registration technologies. It provokes a reshaping of the immigrants’ and refugees’ citizenship and their value as people in terms of their citizenship, as they seek forms of surviving in, and against, the restrictions imposed by A/IS for surveillance and monitoring in an enlarged and more complex cosmopolis.

An understanding of the impact of A/IS on migration and mobile populations, as used in state systems, is a critical first step to consider if systems are to become truly autonomous and intelligent, especially beyond the guidance of human deliberation. Digital technology systems used to register and identify human mobility, including refugees and other displaced populations, are not autonomous in the intelligent sense, and are dependent on the biases of worldviews around immigration. In this aspect, language is the locus where this dichotomy has to be considered to understand the diversity of morals when there are contacts among different cultures.
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**Recommendations**

Is it recommended that the State become a proactive player in the globalized processes of A/IS for migrant and mobile populations, introducing a series of mechanisms that limit the segregation of social spaces and groups, and consider the biases inherent in surveillance for control.

**Further Resources**

- UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), Policy on the Protection of Personal Data of Persons of Concern to UNHCR, May 2015.
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to refrain from transgressing, but instead to prudently pursue a sense of purpose informed by one’s identity, might provide a greater degree of insight into the behavior of the system.

**Recommendations**

Program autonomous systems to be able to recognize user behavior for the purposes of predictability, traceability, and accountability and to hold expectations, as an operator and co-collaborator, whereby both user and system mutually recognize the decisions of the autonomous system as virtue ethics-based.

**Further Resources**


**Issue: A Requirement for Rule-Based Ethics in Practical Programming**

**Background**

Research in machine ethics focuses on simple moral machines. It is deontological ethics and teleological ethics that are best suited to the kind of practical programming needed for such machines, as these ethical systems are abstractable enough to encompass ideas of non-human agency, whereas most modern ethics approaches are far too human-centered to properly accommodate the task.

In the deontological model, duty is the point of departure. Duty can be translated into rules. It can be distinguished into rules and metarules. For example, a rule might take the form “Don’t lie!”, whereas a metarule would take the form of Kant’s categorical imperative: “Act only according to that maxim whereby you can, at the same time, will that it should become a universal law.”
A machine can follow simple rules. Rule-based systems can be implemented as formal systems, also referred to as "axiomatic systems", and in the case of machine ethics, a set of rules is used to determine which actions are morally allowable and which are not. Since it is not possible to cover every situation by a rule, an inference engine is used to deduce new rules from a small set of simple rules called axioms by combining them. The morality of a machine comprises the set of rules that is deducible from the axioms.

Formal systems have an advantage since properties such as decidability and consistency of a system can be effectively examined. If a formal system is decidable, every rule is either morally allowable or not, and the "unknown" is eliminated. If the formal system is consistent, one can be sure that no two rules can be deduced that contradict each other. In other words, the machine never has moral doubt about an action and never encounters a deadlock.

The disadvantage of using formal systems is that many of them work only in closed worlds like computer games. In this case, what is not known is assumed to be false. This is in drastic conflict with real world situations, where rules can conflict and it is impossible to take into account the totality of the environment. In other words, consistent and decidable formal systems that rely on a closed world assumption can be used to implement an ideal moral framework for a machine, yet they are not viable for real world tasks.

One approach to avoiding a closed world scenario is to utilize self-learning algorithms, such as case-based reasoning approaches. Here, the machine uses “experience” in the form of similar cases that it has encountered in the past or uses cases which are collected in databases.

In the context of the teleological model, the consequences of an action are assessed. The machine must know the consequences of an action and what the action’s consequences mean for humans, for animals, for things in the environment, and, finally, for the machine itself. It also must be able to assess whether these consequences are good or bad, or if they are acceptable or not, and this assessment is not absolute. While a decision may be good for one person, it may be bad for another; while it may be good for a group of people or for all of humanity, it may be bad for a minority of people. An implementation approach that allows for the consideration of potentially contradictory subjective interests may be realized by decentralized reasoning approaches such as agent-based systems. In contrast to this, centralized approaches may be used to assess the overall consequences for all involved parties.

**Recommendations**

By applying the classical methodologies of deontological and teleological ethics to machine learning, rules-based programming in A/IS can be supplemented with established praxis, providing both theory and a practicality toward consistent and determinable formal systems.
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Further Resources


• O. Bendel, Oliver, Handbuch Maschinenethik. Wiesbaden, Germany: Springer VS, 2018.
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**Endnotes**

1 This edition of “Classical Ethics in A/IS” does not (and could not) aspire to universal coverage of all of the world’s traditions in the space available to us. Future editions will touch on several other traditions, including Judaism and Islam.